MSC Drives Customer Service up
and Cost Down
“partnering with Fortna
was a smart investment
that surpassed our roi
goals and gave us a
better way to run our
operations. We lowered
our cost-to-serve and
exceeded our customer
service objectives.”
Doug Jones
eVp, global Supply Chain operations
MSC industrial Supply Co.

order Cycle time
(print-to-Ship)

MSC industrial Supply Co. needed to increase distribution capacity to handle its
explosive growth and continue to deliver the high levels of customer service its
customers had come to expect. in addition, the company needed to drive down its
rising cost-to-serve. MSC teamed with Fortna to redesign its fulfillment operations.
order cycle time was cut 75%, enabling MSC to improve customer service, take
on more business, and keep its promise to customers. the result was the biggest
cost-cutting initiative in MSC’s history.
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75% Decrease

MSC is an industrial supply leader with
over $2 billion in revenue, over 100
branches, and more than 600,000
products in stock. organic growth and
acquisitions were straining its distribution
capacity and causing its cost-to-serve
to rise. in addition, MSC needed to
continue to meet its exceptional service
commitment that any qualifying order
placed before 8:00 pm be delivered the
next day. MSC turned to Fortna to help
build the capacity to handle this growth
and continue to deliver on its high
customer service promise.

the business Case
the team began by analyzing MSC’s
line and SKU velocity history to find
correlations that would lead to a smarter
way to organize the distribution center
and lower MSC’s cost-to-serve.

based on the analysis, Fortna
recommended a business-transforming
approach to MSC’s fulfillment operations.
the changes would impact business
processes, software systems, equipment
and personnel.
Fortna developed a prototype operation
to prove the value of the change. the
prototype showed that a significant
decrease in order cycle time (print-toship) was possible.
With that success in hand, Fortna teamed
with key MSC stakeholders to tie every
aspect of the project to a comprehensive
financial model. The model helped MSC’s
management justify the investment to
the company’s board. it also created a
measurement tool to ensure the project’s
overall success.
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the Fortna
Difference
For over 60 years, Fortna has
partnered with the world’s
top brands – companies like
aSiCS, o’reilly auto parts and
MSC – helping them improve
their distribution operations and
transform their businesses.
Companies with complex
distribution operations trust
Fortna to help them meet
customer promises and
competitive challenges profitably.
We are a professional services
firm built on a promise – we
develop a solid business case
for change and hold ourselves
accountable to those results.
our expertise spans supply
chain strategy, distribution
center operations, material
handling, supply chain systems,
organizational excellence and
warehouse control software.

“We were experiencing explosive growth. Fortna worked with us on
an expansion plan so we could continue to deliver the high levels of
service that our customers have come to expect from MSC, faster and
more efficiently.”
Doug Jones
eVp, global Supply Chain operations
MSC industrial Supply Co.
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For more information
Call: 800-367-8621
Email: info@fortna.com
Web: www.fortna.com
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